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The latest news and updates from Yeshiva League Sports

Yeshiva League Pass (YLP) is the number One
Instagram page covering the Metropolitan Yeshiva
High School Athletic League (MYHSAL) Varsity
Sports. Covering both Varsity Basketball and Hockey
during the Winter season and Soccer and Baseball in
the Spring season. YLP was sponsored by Camp Step
it Up, Hustle and Heart, Klipped Kippas, Jerusalem
Pizza Livingston, and Park Place. YLP consistently
provides updates in Jewish Sports, such as game
scores and recaps, league Power Rankings, weekly
Top plays and even Plays of the Year through new
and improved graphics. YLP closely covered the
Sarachek Tournament which was won by Shalhevet
and the Satran basketball tournament which was won
by Magen David. YLP also posts scores of games of 

YLP has a successful
2018-19 Winter
Sports Season
by Shea Cornick

12 YESHIVA LEAGUE
TEAMS FINISH IN THE
JHA TOP 20

BASEBALL AND SOCCER
GAME RECAPS  4/9 -
4/16

INTERVIEW WITH
MATTHEW GANCHROW

TOP PLAYS OF THE YEAR
LEAVING THOUSANDS OF
IMPRESSIONS

I N  T H I S  I S S U E
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Yeshiva League teams from the

Glouberman and Cooper

tournaments. In a collaboration with

PMongo, YLP offered all of its

followers opportunity to join

competition in which they would fill

out brackets for both the Yeshiva

League Playoffs and the Sarachek

tournament with over 200

participants, with the winner

receiving an IPad. Overall, The 2018-

19 Winter Season was a huge

success for Yeshiva League Pass.

YLP would like to congratulate the

winners of the Yeshiva League

Basketball and Hockey

Championships, Heschel and Frisch

respectively. 

As disclaimer YLP has no affiliation

with the Yeshiva League. Anything

written in the paper is not an

official opinion..

 

A R T I C L E  B Y  Y O N A D O V  R I M B E R G

Frisch Cougar Varsity's three pitchers didn't allow a

single hit, as Frisch defeated DRS 13-3 on Tuesday.

Frisch opened up scoring in the first inning, when

Daniel Watman threw a wild pitch allowing one run

across the plate for Frisch. Frisch went on to tally

eight runs in the second inning.  Hershenov,

Bromberg,Dukas, Rosenberg, Markovitz,

and  Hershenov all drove in runs in the frame.

Sammy Chasen was the winning pitcher for Frisch as

he allowed zero hits and two runs over two innings,

striking out four.  Lippe and Hershenov pitched out

of the bullpen and helped close out the game in

relief. Watman led things off on the pitcher's mound

for DRS. He allowed eight hits and 13 runs over four

innings, striking out eight. Sammy Markowitz of

Frisch, launched the only home run of the day in the

fourth inning. Rosenberg and Hershenov each

collected two hits to lead Frisch en route to their

eight hit day. Frisch improves to 2-0 while DRS falls

to 0-3-1

Frisch tops DRS in
their first matchup
since the Hockey
Championship
by - Jack Reinhart 4/9/19
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The cobras came out strong only

manning 6 players to start the game

fending off the storm in the first

quarter holding them to just two

goals. By half time it was a close 3-0

game. In the second half the storm

turned it into high gear and cranked

in 4 more goals to finish off the

cobras with a mercy. Gulich and

Rifkind led the team with two goals

each and stellar goaltending by

Kahan helped the storm defeat the

cobras 7-0.

by - Yonadov Rimberg

Jewish Hoops America covers all Jewish

basketball teams across North America,

covering over 80 teams! JHA does a National

top 25 on a weekly basis throughout the

basketball season, where it’s extremely

common to find multiple Yeshiva League teams

in the top 25, and this year was no exception.

In fact, it was an exceptional year in the

yeshiva league as 12 (of the 20 total Yeshiva

league varsity teams) placed in the top 20!

Heschel, Magen David, DRS, Frisch, Sar, TABC,

HAFTR, Rambam, JEC, and MTA.

 

12 Yeshiva League
Basketball teams
crack Jewish Hoops
America top 20!
by - Yeshiva League Pass

TABC Storms their way to victory

This Picture is from Jewishhoopssamerica.com used with permission

4/9/19
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 Soccer Playoff Race
Teams to Watch:

FRISCH - 7-0
TABC - 6-1
JEC - 3-2

MTA - 5-0-1
DRS - 5-0

HANC - 4-2
HESCHEL - 5-2
RAMAZ - 4-2-1

FLATBUSH - 4-3
NORTH SHORE - 3-3

What was it like to get on the floor?
It was actually crazy. Like I never thought I was going to play, and when it
came, it was just unreal. Seeing all my teammates and friends from Frisch

there to watch was amazing. The hype is definitely real. That 3 point line is
really far away.

Did u know that you were gonna play that day?
Every single game I come prepared because maybe coach will call my name. I
had a dream the night before, that this may be that day. (Shoutout to fellow

manager, Chicka, for bringing his brothers jersey) 
Be honest, did you think it was gonna go in?

YES! I trust my form and right when it went out of my hands, i knew the
result. Shoutout to my trainer Adanajiah Cross for giving me the confidence

to shoot. 
What was your celebration/who inspired it?

I kinda just made it up on spot. I turned to my friends in stands and pumped
my chest and then I put up three fingers before being mobbed by my

teammates. It’s my celebration on my my player for 2k12 and it’s a gift from G-
d that I finally got to do it in real life.

Who inspired you to hit the shot?
Actually my brother who surprisingly was also manager his senior year, and
he got into a Sarachek game and went 0-3. So, ever since that day I’ve been

working to finish off what he couldn’t. 
What did the players on your team say to you after the game?

We just had a great time after. We have the best team. Our coaches are
amazing and even though I don’t actually play we're all one team. 

What would you tell to all the managers waiting for there turn behind the
scorers table?

Never give up. Nothing is impossible. Coordination is overrated. Matthew out.

Interview with Matthew Ganchrow:
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Storm Baseball is heading into the Pesach break 3-0

after cruising to a 12-0 blowout over

the Ramaz Rams. The game started more than 30

minutes late due to a malfunction with the field

lights, but just as the teams were readying to head

home, there was light- and then there was ball. The

Storm took an early lead out the gate after a two run

RBI single from Sammy Greenberg '19. Then in the

top of the 2nd, Aharon Weiden '19 belted a solo

homer out of the park to give the Storm a three run

cushion. 

All night, the Rams bats had no answers to the Storm's star ace Yechiel Keiser '19. In the

bottom of the 4th inning, with bases loaded and 2 outs, Keiser struck out the side. And in the

following top half of the inning, the Rams were left to rue their chance. Keiser punished

them once again, this time hitting a bases clearing RBI double, putting the game to bed. The

Storm proceeded to add another six runs, and due to the mercy rule, the game wrapped up

after only five innings. Keiser finished the night pitching four scoreless innings and gave up

only three hits, fanning 10 batters.

Rams bats had no
Answers as the
Storm keep winning
by Oren Glickman

Interested in advertising?
We have many different advertising
opportunities available, Contact us!
Email -
Yeshivaleaguepass@gmail.com
Instagram DM - @Yeshiva League
Pass
If you have an interesting story to
tell. Send us a message to our
editor. You could be featured in our
weekly newsletter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4/10/19
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Extra Inning
Thriller

by Haddar Kaplun 4/16/19
This past Monday Heschel baseball faced off against JEC, and came
away with the 5-4 victory in extra innings. Looking to keep Heschel

undefeated, Benji Weinstein started, and was great on the mound. He
ended the night going 7.1 innings, while racking up 15 strikeouts. 

 
Heschel took the early lead in the first inning. Things began to go

JEC’s way in the 6th when they tied it 3-3. They then hit a bloop single
to left to go up 4-3.

In the home half, Heschel wouldn’t give up, as freshmen Yossi
Feldman tied the game with an RBI bunt, a beauty down the third base

line. 
In the top of the 8th, Benji departed the game after striking out and
walking a hitter. Haddar Kaplun then came in to relieve and retired

the 2 hitters he faced. Finally, in the bottom of the 8th, after Ellis Paull
reached on a strike out and swiped two bases, Gil Sondheimer hit a

line drive to left to give Heschel the walk off win.
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In the battle of first year programs, JEC mercy ruled

DRS, 11-0 in five innings, in a humid and muddy game

in Elizabeth, NJ. Both teams had trouble getting hits

as JEC had seven and DRS one, which was an infield

hit. Six of JEC’s runs resulted from eight walks and

nine stolen bases during the big inning in the bottom

of the third.

Yehuda Pinsker started for JEC and went four innings

pitching one hit ball with four walks and three

strikeouts on 63 pitches and Hillel Glick finished the

game with a walk and three strikeouts on 21 pitches.

DRS started Shimmie Kirsch who gave up nine of the

11 runs with seven hits, eight earned runs, six walks,

and two strikeouts on 115 pitches. Daniel Watman

had the only DRS hit as he went 1-1 with a walk, as

Aharon Heller led JEC going 2-3 with a run scored

and two RBI. 

DRS’s next game will come after the Pesach break,

home against HAFTR and JEC will play Tuesday night

verses Heschel as their last game before the Pesach

break.

Battle of the first
year programs
by - Yitz Taragin

Heschel Squeezes By MDY4/10/19

4/14/19

Heschel played Magen David
Wednesday where Heschel emerged
victorious. The two had played once

before in Magen’s gym, and MDY beat
the Heat. This time around, Heschel
on their own turf, appeared much
more physical in order to combat
MDY’s size advantage. It was an all
around battle and there were times
when the game looked as though it

could end in anyone’s favor. All in all,
in a revenge game for Heschel, they

defeated the Warriors 5-4.
by - Jacob Hess
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TOP PLAYS OF THE YEAR HAS OVER 20,000 IMPRESSIONS
MADE ON INSTAGRAM IN THE FIRST 36 HOURS!

TOP PLAYS OF THE YEAR WINNERS
BLOCK - Jacob Ben-Ezra - Shalhevet

PASS - Moshe Heller - JEC
SHOT - Ricky Sutton - Heschel

CROSSOVER -  Jackie Haber - Shaare  Torah
BUZZER BEATER - Michael Natkin - MDY

With over 40 plays sent in for the various categories of Plays of the Year, it was a tough task for the
YLP Top Plays committee to dwindle it down to 4 plays per category. Once that task was taken care of,
the Plays of the Year winners turned to the hands of the Yeshiva League Pass Instagram followers! the

semi-final round
 consisted of randomly selected match-ups in a bracket style voting. 

After the semi-final round finished (24 hours of voting) the final match-up was set for each of the five
categories. after another 24 hours of voting, the winners of each category were selected, with some

categories reaching upwards of 600 votes! this was true for all categories except for one, block of the
year. block of the year finsihed thte first round of voting all knotted up at 312 votes a piece. after a

second round of voting a winner was declared in the fifth and final category!

A BIG THANK YOU TO PMONGO BRACKETS FOR SPONSORING THIS YEARS TOP PLAYS!
BE SURE TO CHECK OUT THEIR INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT FOR FUTURE EVENTS!


